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Abstract

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a potential
electrochemicalpower device for vehicles, auxiliary power units and small-
scale power plants. In themembrane electrode assembly (MEA), which is the
core of the PEMFC single cell,oxygen in air and hydrogen electrochemically
react on separate sides of a membraneand electrical energy is generated. The
main challenges of the technology are associatedwith cost and lifetime. To
meet these demands, firstly, the component expensesought to be reduced.
Secondly, enabling system operation at elevated temperatures,i.e. up to 120
°C, would decrease the complexity of the system and subsequentlyresult in
decreased system cost. These aspects and the demand for sufficientlifetime
are the strong motives for development of new materials in the field.In
this thesis, MEAs based on alternative materials are investigatedwith
focus on hydrocarbon proton-conducting polymers, i.e. ionomers, and
newcatalyst supports. The materials are evaluated by electrochemical methods,
such ascyclic voltammetry, polarisation and impedance measurements;
morphological studiesare also undertaken. The choice of ionomers, used
in the porous electrodes andmembrane, is crucial in the development of
high-performing stable MEAs for dynamicoperating conditions. The MEAs
are optimised in terms of electrode compositionand preparation, as these
parameters influence the electrode structure andthus the MEA performance.
The successfully developed MEAs, based on the hydrocarbonionomer
sulfonated polysulfone (sPSU), show promising fuel cell performancein a wide
temperature range. Yet, these membranes induce mass-transportlimitations
in the electrodes, resulting in deteriorated MEA performance. Further,the
structure of the hydrated membranes is examined by nuclear magnetic
resonancecryoporometry, revealing a relation between water domain size
distributionand mechanical stability of the sPSU membranes. The sPSU
electrodes possessproperties similar to those of the Nafion electrode,
resulting in high fuel cell performancewhen combined with a high-performing
membrane. Also, new catalystsupports are investigated; composite electrodes,
in which deposition of platinum(Pt) onto titanium dioxide reduces the
direct contact between Pt and carbon, showpromising performance and ex-
situ stability. Use of graphitised carbon as catalystsupport improves the
electrode stability as revealed by a fuel cell degradation study.The thesis reveals
the importance of a precise MEA developmentstrategy, involving a broad
methodology for investigating new materials both as integratedMEAs and
as separate components. As the MEA components and processesinteract, a
holistic approach is required to enable successful design of newMEAs and
ultimately development of high-performing low-cost PEMFC systems.
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